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Abstract. A variety of classification approaches for the detection of
ironic or sarcastic messages has been proposed in the last decade to
improve sentiment classification. However, despite the availability of psychologically and linguistically motivated theories regarding the di↵erence
between irony and sarcasm, these typically do not carry over to a use
in predictive models; one reason might be that these concepts are often
considered very similar. In this paper, we contribute an empirical analysis
of Tweets and how authors label them as irony or sarcasm. We use this
distantly labeled corpus to estimate a model to distinguish between both
classes of figurative language with the aim to, ultimately, improve the
semantically correct interpretation of opinionated statements. Our model
separates irony from sarcasm with 79 % accuracy on a balanced set. This
result suggests that the task is harder than separating irony or sarcasm
from regular texts with 89 % and 90 % accuracy, respectively. A feature
analysis shows that ironic Tweets have on average a lower number of
sentences than sarcastic Tweets. Sarcastic Tweets contain more positive
words than ironic Tweets. Sarcastic Tweets are more often messages
to a specific recipient than ironic Tweets. The analysis of bag-of-words
features suggests that the comparably high classification performance
to distinguish irony from sarcasm is supported by specific, reoccurring
topics.
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Introduction

Irony and sarcasm are rhetoric devices present in everyday life. With the advent of
social media platforms, the interest increases to di↵erentiate ironic and sarcastic
textual contributions from regular ones. This is particularly necessary to correctly
link opinions to semantic concepts. For instance the review fragment [1]
“i would recomend this book to friends who have insomnia or those who i
absolutely despise.”
contains the positive phrase “recomend this book”. However, the irony markers
“have insomnia” and “who i absolutely despise” suggest a non-literal meaning.
The detection of these semantic di↵erences between ironic, sarcastic and regular
language is a prerequisite for a subsequent aggregation of harvested information.
The final publication is available at Springer via
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-47602-5_39

Many previous approaches to detect irony and sarcasm assume that both
concepts are sufficiently similar to not make an explicit di↵erentiation when
distinguishing them from regular utterances. In this paper, we challenge this
assumption: We do not focus on the di↵erence between figurative (e.g., ironic
and sarcastic, amongst other) and non-figurative utterances but on an empirical
evaluation and analysis of the di↵erence between sarcasm and irony. We develop
a data-driven model to distinguish sarcasm and irony based on authors’ labels
of their own Tweets. We assume that such an approach can potentially help to
improve polarity detection in sentiment analysis settings [2], as sarcasm is often
considered a more drastic form of irony which is used to attack something or
someone [3]. We provide a data-driven interpretation of the di↵erence between
sarcasm and irony based on the author’s point of view. Similarly to previous work
in sentiment classification on Twitter [4], we use information attached to each
Tweet to distantly label it. Such approach might lead to noisy labels, but this
is not an issue in our setting: We are interested in what authors consider to be
ironic and sarcastic, though these users might not be aware of formal definitions
of these concepts.
Therefore, our main contributions are:
(1) We retrieve and publish a corpus of 99000 English Tweets, 33000 of which
contain the hashtag #irony or #ironic and 33000 contain #sarcasm or
#sarcastic. The remaining ones contain none of those.
(2) We compare typical features used for sentiment analysis and figurative language detection in a classification setting to di↵erentiate between irony and
sarcasm.
(3) We perform a feature analysis with the aim to discover the latent structure
of ironic and sarcastic Tweets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We briefly review previous
work in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain our corpus collection and introduce
the features and the classifiers. In Section 4, we discuss our findings and conclude
in Section 5 with a summary and present the key results of our experiments.
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Background and Related Work

Irony and sarcasm are important devices in communication that are used to convey
an attitude or evaluation towards the content of a message [5]. Between the age of
six and eight years, children gain the ability to recognize ironic utterances [6–8].
The principle of inferability [9] states that figurative language is used if the
speaker is confident that the addressee will interpret the utterance and infer the
communicative intention of the speaker/author correctly. Irony is ubiquitous,
with up to 8 % of utterances exchanged being ironic [10].
Utsumi proposed that an ironic utterance can only occur in an ironic environment [11]. The theories of the echoic account [12], the pretense theory [13]
or the allusional pretense theory [14] have challenged the understanding that

an ironic utterance typically conveys the opposite of its literal propositional
content. However, in spite of the fact that the attributive nature of irony is widely
accepted (see [15]), no formal definition of irony is available as of today which is
instantiated across operational systems and empirical evaluations.
Commonly, the di↵erence between irony and sarcasm is not made explicit
(for instance in the context of an ironic environment, which holds for sarcasm
analogously [16]). [17] state that irony and sarcasm are often used interchangeably,
other publications mention a high similarity between sarcasm, satire, and irony [18].
Sarcasm is often considered a specific case of irony [19], often more negative
and “biting” [20, 21]. In other approaches, it is defined as a synonym to verbal
irony [9, 22].
Systems for automatic recognition of irony and sarcasm typically focus on
one of both classes (irony or sarcasm) or do not explicitly encode the di↵erence
(combine irony and sarcasm) [23–25].
There is only little work on automated systems which aim at learning the
di↵erence between sarcasm and irony, neither of data-driven analyzes. One approach we are aware of assumes in a corpus-based analysis that the hashtag
#irony refers to situational irony and #sarcasm to the intended opposite of the
literal meaning [2]. In a corpus of 257 Tweets with the hashtag #irony, only 2
refer to verbal irony. About 25 % of this corpus involve clear situational irony.
However, this work focused on the impact of irony detection on opinion mining.
Similarly, one goal of the SemEval 2015 Task 11 [26] was to evaluate sentiment
analysis systems separately on sarcastic and ironic subcorpora. It has been shown
that figurative language-specific methods improve the result [27].
Wang [28] focused on the analysis of irony vs. sarcasm – to our knowledge the
first work with this goal. Her approach applies sentiment analysis and performs a
manual, qualitative sub-corpus analysis. She finds that irony is used in two senses:
One which is equivalent to the use of sarcasm and intends to attack something
or someone, and one which is to describe an event; therefore refers to situational
irony. However, in contrast to our work, she does not perform an automatic
classification of irony and sarcasm, nor a detailed feature analysis. Our work,
in contrast to her work, focuses more on quantitative aspects than qualitative
aspects.
Very recently, Sulis et al. [29] analyzed the di↵erences between the hashtags
#irony, #sarcasm, and #not. Their approach is similar to our experiments.
However, the feature sets described in their work and in our work complement
each other.
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3.1

Methods
Corpus

Our assumption is that users on Twitter annotate their messages (“Tweets”) to
be ironic or sarcastic using the respective hashtags. These hashtags are therefore
the irony markers. It cannot necessarily be expected that additional irony markers

exist. Therefore, our distant supervision assumption is di↵erent from the findings
and conclusions in which the labels should approximate a ground truth. On the
contrary, our research goal is to understand the specific use of the di↵erence of
the authors’ labels and not to generalize to Tweets without such labels.
The basis for our analysis of irony and sarcasm is a corpus of 99 000 messages
crawled between July and September 2015. The corpus consists of 33 000 Tweets
(30 000 training and 3 000 test data) from each of the categories irony, sarcasm, and
regular, selected with respective hashtags #irony/#ironic, #sarcasm/#sarcastic.
Frequent other hashtags in these subcorpora are #drugs, #gopdebate, #late,
#news and #peace which we use as search terms to compile the corpus of regular
Tweets together with #education, #humor and #politics, which were used in
previous work (cf. [23, 24]).
Each Tweet is preprocessed as follows: We store the post date, the author
name, the Tweet ID, the text and, if available, the geolocation (available in 1241
cases) and the provided location (5860 cases). Retweets (marked with “RT”),
Tweets shorter than five tokens and near-duplicates (based on token-based Jaccard
similarity with a threshold of 0.8) are discarded [30]. Tweets are assigned to the
ironic subcorpus if they contain #irony/#ironic but not #sarcasm/#sarcastic
and vice versa. If both classes of figurative language are present, the Tweet is
discarded (0.24 % of the Tweets with at least one label also contain the other).
The text is tokenized with a domain-specific approach [31] (with small adaptations
to keep UTF8 emoticons, acronyms and URLs each in one token) and part-ofspeech-tagged with the GATE Twitter PoS Tagger [32]. The corpus is available
at http://www.romanklinger.de/ironysarcasm.
3.2

Features

In line with previous work with the aim to distinguish between figurative language and regular language [24, 33, 34], we employ a set of features to measure
characteristics of each text, which we list and explain briefly in the following.
Bag-of-Words/Unigrams, Bigrams. All words (unigrams) and the 50 000
most frequent bigrams are used as features individually. We refer to this feature
as BoW.

!

Figurative language. Each of the following features is instantiated in four
versions, the count (c 2 N), Boolean (true i↵ c > 0), the count normalized by
c
!" features
the number of tokens |t| in the Tweet (r = |t|
), and a series of Boolean
representing r by stacked binning in steps of 0.2.
!"#
The feature Emoticon counts the number of emoticons corresponding
to
facial expressions in the Tweet [18, 24]. We use all UTF8 encoded emoticons and
symbols from [35]. For instance, the Tweet “the joke’s on me !"#$” has an
Emoticon count of 2, the Boolean version is true, the normalized value is 28 , and
stacked binning Boolean features are true for > 0 and for > "
0.2.
Analogously,
#$
we use features for Emoticon Positive and Emoticon Negative and Symbol for

#$

non-facial symbols [36]. The feature Emoticon-Sequence is analogously defined as
the length of the longest sequence of consecutive emoticons (the Boolean version
is true if count is greater 1).
The feature Capitalization counts the number of capitalized words per Tweet
[23]. The feature Interjection measures the count of occurrences of phrases like
“aha”, “brrr” and “oops” [37, 38]. The feature Additional Hashtags measures the
occurrence of hashtags in addition to the label hashtags.
The following features are implemented Boolean-only: User holds if a Tweet
contains a string starting with “@”, which typically refers to an addressee [18, 36].
The feature URL captures the occurrences of a URL. Ellipsis and Punctuation
holds if “. . . ” is directly followed by a punctuation symbol [23, 33]. In addition,
we check if Punctuation Marks [23, 36, 37], a Laughing Acronym (lol, lawl,
luls, rofl, roflmao, lmao, lmfao), a Grin (*grin*, *gg*, *g*), or Laughing
Onomatopoeia ([mu-|ba-]haha, hihi, hehe) occur [33].
Sentiment. The expression of a sentiment or opinion is a central method to
formulate emotions and attitudes. We calculate a dictionary-based sentiment
score to classify Tweets into positive or negative [39]. The feature Sentiment
Score Positive and Sentiment Score Negative are summed-up scores of positive
words and negative words, respectively [28]. The Sentiment Score Gap is the
absolute di↵erence between the scores of the most positive and the most negative
word [40]. Boolean features are Valence Shift, which holds if polarity switches
within a four word window. Pos/Neg Hyperbole holds if a sequence of three
positive or three negative words occurs, Pos/Neg Quotes if up to two consecutive
adjectives, adverbs or nouns in quotation marks have a positive or negative
polarity, Pos/Neg & Punctuation if a span of up to four words with at least one
positive/negative word occurs but no negative/positive word ends with at least
two exclamation marks or a sequence of a question mark and an exclamation
mark. Pos/Neg & Ellipsis is defined analogously [33].
Syntactic. In the four versions mentioned above, we measure the number of
Stopwords, Nouns, Verbs, Adverbs, Adjectives [37], Pronomina (“I/we”, “my/our”,
“me/us”, “mine/ours”). The Tweet Length as an integer is measured in addition
and, as Boolean feature only, the occurrence of Negations (“n’t”, “not”) [36].
Sentence Length Gap measures the di↵erence between the shortest and the longest
sentence. The Boolean version of this feature holds if the sentences of the Tweet
have di↵erent lengths. The Boolean feature Repeated Word holds if one word is
occurring more than once in a window of four [37].
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Results

We aim at answering the following questions:
(1) Is it possible to predict if a Tweet has been labeled to be ironic or sarcastic
by the author (without having access to the actual label)?

(2) Which features have an impact on making this prediction?
(3) Can we get qualitative insight with this approach what users consider to be
sarcasm or irony?
We apply statistical models to distinguish between these classes to answer these
questions. Further, we analyze how our features are distributed in the di↵erent subcorpora and qualitatively analyze words with high (pointwise) mutual
information.
4.1

Classification of Irony, Sarcasm and Regular Tweets

In the experiments for classification of Tweets, subsets of features described in
Section 3.2 and labels based on hashtags (the feature extraction does not have
access to them) are used as input for di↵erent classification methods, namely
support vector machines (SVM, in the implementation of liblinear [41]) [42],
decision trees [43] (in the Weka J48 implementation [44]) and maximum entropy
classifiers (MaxEnt) [45]. Consistent with previous experiences in the domain [33]
and throughout our meta-parameter optimization and feature selection with
10-fold cross validation on the training set, the MaxEnt model outperforms the
other approaches (drop of performance in decision trees of up to 14 percentage
points, SVM up to 2 percentage points). Therefore, we only report on the MaxEnt
model in the following.
Table 1 shows results for four di↵erent classification tasks: Throughout all
feature settings (unigram, unigram+bigram, all, all BoW (=only domain-specific
features)) the di↵erences between the classification tasks are comparable. Distinguishing sarcasm and regular Tweets leads to the highest performance with
an accuracy of 0.90, closely followed by irony vs. regular Tweets with 0.89 accuracy. Separating figurative (without making the distinction between ironic and
sarcastic) from regular text is slightly harder than the separate tasks with up to
0.88 accuracy. Distinguishing irony from sarcasm leads to a lower performance
when compared to the other three tasks: The accuracy is ⇡ 10 percentage points
lower with 0.79 accuracy with all features. The performance in this task with
domain-specific features only (All BoW) of 0.64 reveals that the actual words
in the text have a high impact on the classification performance. However, this
result might be surprisingly high, given that both classes are often considered
synonymous or at least similar. To achieve a better understanding of the structure of the task and the importance of the di↵erent features, we analyze their
contribution in more detail in the following.
4.2

Feature Analysis

We discuss the features with highest impact on one of the classification tasks in
the following. A complete list of counts and values is depicted in Table 2.
The most important features to distinguish figurative from regular Tweets
are URL, Additional Hashtags, Verbs, Stopwords, Adverbs, User and the Boolean
Sentiment Score Gap, Sentence Length Gap, and the Tweet Length (these features

Table 1. Accuracy of Maximum Entropy Classifier on independent test set with all
features described in Section 3.2 in comparison to unigram and bigram bag-of-words
models. The data sets are balanced.
Feature Set
Baseline
All BoW
BoW Unigram
BoW Uni+Bigram
All

Irony vs.
Sarcasm

Irony vs.
Regular

0.50
0.64
0.76
0.78
0.79

0.50
0.81
0.87
0.88
0.89

Sarcasm vs. Figurative vs.
Regular
Regular
0.50
0.83
0.89
0.90
0.90

0.50
0.82
0.87
0.88
0.88

are marked with fr in Table 2). The most important features to distinguish
irony from sarcasm are Nouns, Sentiment Score Positive, and Stopwords, Sentence Length Gap, Tweet Length, Verbs, Sentiment Score Negative, Interjection,
Sentiment Score Gap, (all marked in table with is).
Emoticons are used more frequently in regular Tweets, and more frequent in
their positive versions. Sarcastic Tweets use more of them than ironic Tweets.
Laughing Onomatopoeia are used more often for figurative Tweets. Further,
sarcastic Tweets are more often positive, and ironic tweets are more often negative.
This suggests that both contexts are commonly used to express the opposite of
the literal meaning, as sarcasm can be considered a more negative version of irony
(cf. Section 2). Ironic Tweets tend to be longer than sarcastic and regular Tweets
(Tweet Length). One reason might be that irony often refers to descriptions of
situations, which are more complex to be described than verbal irony [2,28]. User
is used more often in figurative Tweets (which is in line with the interpretation
of [28]).
4.3

Bag-Of-Words Analysis

The bag-of-words model is a very strong baseline (cf. Section 4.1), and these
features have a high impact in comparison to our domain-specific feature set. In
the following, we discuss a selection of words in a ranked top-50 list of pointwise
mutual information for the di↵erent classes in the whole corpus of 99000 Tweets.
The words can be divided into two interesting subclasses: Those which express a
sentiment and those which are corpus or topic-specific (presumably because of a
limited time-frame of crawling).
High-PMI words which can be considered negatively connotated from the
irony corpus are: complains, claiming, criticizing, illegally, betrayed, burnt, aborted,
accusing, and however. Positive are #karma and giggle.
In the sarcasm subcorpus, words with a high PMI which express an opinion are
Yay, Duh, thrilled, goody, #kidding, #yay, C’mon, Soooo, AWESOME, Mondays,
exciting, Yup, nicer, #not, shocked, woah, and shocker. It is less straight-forward to
detect a dominating polarity in these words, but an investigation of Tweets reveal
that these are used for instance in patterns like “[Statement about something

Table 2. Counts of features and corpus statistics for irony, sarcasm and non-figurative
Tweets. All numbers refer to the number of occurrences of the Boolean versions except
where denoted with ⇤. Top features for Figurative/Regular discrimination are marked
with fr, those for Irony/Sarcasm discrimination with is.

Stat.

Regular

# Tweets
Average # Sentences

33000
1.82

33000
2.06

33000
1.43

Figurative-specific

Sarcasm

Emoticon
Emoticon Positive
Emoticon Negative
Symbol
Emoticon-Sequence
Capitalization
Interjection
Additional Hashtags
User
URL
Ellipsis and Punctuation
Punctuation Marks
Laughing Acronym
Grin
Laughing Onomatopoeia

1155
670
316
331
663
11798
411
14224
11866
8660
129
273
622
0
179

1453
754
547
363
796
12453
1152
14024
13138
7704
165
546
568
2
194

1925
1101
504
928
1681
13324
97
is
25939 fr
5619 fr
26523 fr
25
119
1227
0
91

Sentiment

Irony

Sentiment Score Positive
Sentiment Score Negative
Sentiment Score Gap
Valence Shift
Pos Hyperbole
Neg Hyperbole
Pos Quotes
Neg Quotes
Pos & Punctuation
Neg & Punctuation
Pos & Ellipsis
Neg & Ellipsis

8423
9096
18396
1729
7
17
110
157
85
107
413
427

13156
6481
20473
1905
22
11
93
61
336
186
655
412

6128
is
4443
is
10940 fr is
719
5
10
10
11
66
43
233
225

Syntactic

Feature

Negations
Sentence Length Gap
Repeated Word
Stopwords⇤
Nouns⇤
Verbs⇤
Adverbs⇤
Adjectives⇤
Pronomina⇤
Tweet Length⇤

5044
14531
7706
3.27
3.78
2.77
0.69
1.05
0.25
17.05

5495
18222
7948
2.69
3.03
2.46
0.77
1.08
0.26
15.71

1905
9901
6549
1.74
3.91
1.54
0.32
0.87
0.13
15.39

fr is
fr is
is
fr is
fr

fr is

negative] [Positive Word] [#sarcasm]”. This suggests, similarly to the feature
analysis of sentiment characteristics in Section 4.2, that irony and sarcasm are
commonly used to express the opposite, but irony more often to express something
positive with a negative literal meaning and sarcasm to express something negative
with a positive literal meaning.
Examples for topic specific words with high PMI for sarcasm are #creativity
(because of a popular news article about a relationship between sarcasm and
creativity), #Royals (related to a sports team), @businessinsider (answering to
di↵erent posts on a news aggregator site), playo↵, Research, @Etsy, @LenKaspar.
An interesting special case is the word “coworker”, which does not seem to relate
to a specific event nor can be considered to be of specific opinion. However, the
respective Tweets are mostly negative.
Examples for specific topics in the irony subcorpus are Independence and Labor
(both mentioning reasons for not celebrating the respective holiday), Dismaland,
#refugees, Syria, hypocrisy, extremists. These topics are more clearly discussed
in a negative context than those marked with #sarcasm.

5

Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that a classification model can distinguish ironic
and sarcastic Tweets with substantial accuracy. Without taking into account
word-specific features, the performance is limited (0.64 accuracy). When words
are taken into account in addition, the accuracy increases (0.79). Compared to
distinguishing ironic and sarcastic Tweets from regular Tweets (0.88 accuracy),
this result is comparably low. This suggests that this task is, as expected, more
challenging than recognizing figurative Tweets without making this di↵erence.
To get a better understanding of the specific task structure, we performed an analysis of the importance of features. In summary, the key results of our experiments
are as follows:
Key Result 1: Lengths of Tweets. Regular Tweets have fewer sentences than ironic
Tweets. However, most sentences occur in sarcastic Tweets. On the contrary
to this observation, ironic Tweets contain more tokens than sarcastic Tweets,
followed by regular posts (sentence counts: Sarcasm: 2.06 > Irony: 1.82 > Regular:
1.43; token counts: Regular: 15.39 < Sarcasm: 15.71 < Irony: 17.05).
One interpretation is that the irony hashtag is commonly used to describe
and explain ironic situations; for instance as in “Mum signed me up to so many
job sites as a hint to get a job, all they do is spam my email & now I can’t find
an email from my job. #Irony” [46]. Whereas irony demands for many words
to illustrate the situation’s circumstances and convey the irony, sarcasm (as an
instance of verbal irony) can be expressed using the interaction of di↵erent phrases
or sentences to introduce the sarcastic meaning incrementally. An example is
“You can smile, you know. Whoa, really?? I had no fucking idea!! Please, tell me
more of what I can do. I’m so interested #sarcasm” [47].

Key Result 2: Polarity. Sarcastic Tweets use more positive words than ironic
Tweets (13146 positive sarcastic Tweets vs. 8423 positive ironic Tweets). On the
other side, irony is used more often with negative words (9096 vs. 6481). This is in
line with the common understanding of irony to express the opposite of the literal
meaning and sarcasm as a generally negative version of it. An example is “Another
wonderful day #blessed #sarcasm I love it when people are nice... #sarcasm” [48].
This characteristic of formulating the opposite is also supported by the frequencies
of negations: Whereas 5044 ironic and 5495 sarcastic Tweets contain negations,
they are only used in 1905 regular Tweets (for instance “Nah, I’m sure they aren’t
mad for being ignored. #Sarcasm #NeverForget #Venezuela” [49]).
Key Result 3: Hashtags, Usernames, URLs. Sarcastic Tweets are comparably
often messages to somebody and therefore mention usernames more often than
ironic Tweets (13138 sarcastic vs. 11866 ironic Tweets that contain usernames).
Usernames are less frequently mentioned in regular Tweets (with 5619). The
following example supports one possible interpretation of sarcastic Tweets being
more often targeted to a specific entity: “Thanks @sonicdrivein for giving me so
many onion rings on my meal. #sarcasm #sonic #hungry” [50].
Regular Tweets refer more often to other things: Hashtags are most frequent
in them (25939 vs. 14223 in irony and 14024 in sarcasm) as well as are URLs
(26523 vs. 8660 and 7704).
These results support existing theories of irony and sarcasm with task-specific
features and help to understand the actual use of these devices by authors.
However, our study also revealed that word-based features are of high impact for
the automated classification task. This suggests that topic-specific background
knowledge is helpful to detect these devices. Only a subset of these words support
interpretations of [28] for irony and sarcasm and for figurative vs. regular language
[36], namely that irony and sarcasm are commonly used to express the opposite
of the literal meaning, in line with the common understanding of these devices.
On the contrary, many words refer to specific topics under discussion. This
suggests that the high performance in the classification is at least partially a
result of overfitting to the data. Another interpretation is that these words build
an environment for irony or sarcasm such it can actually be understood. To
investigate this further, it is important to focus on a further data-driven analysis
of topics in the di↵erent subcorpora and aim at discovering latent patterns in them.
This will support the analysis of concept drift: training a classifier and testing
it on Tweets from a di↵erent (and distant) time frame will reveal di↵erences
between features which generalize over specific events.
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